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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL 

OF THE DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF SRI LANKA 

CA. No. 549/98(F) 

Bulathsinhalage Harischandra Wasantha 

Cooray, 

D.C. Mt. Lavinia Case No. 605/96/L. 

No. 11/3, Vihara Mawatha, 

Narangoda Paluwa, 

Ambalama Junction, Ragama. 

Before 

Counsel 

Argued & 

Decided on 

K.T. CHITRASIRI, J. 

Defendant-Appellant 

Vs. 

Bulathsinhalage Edwin Cooray, 

No.5, Mahinda Place, 

Kirulapona, Colombo 6. 

Plaintiff-Respondent. 

D.M.G. Dissanayake for the Defendant-Appellant. 

Daya Guruge for the Substituted-Plaintiff-Respondent. 

19.03.2014. 
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K.T. CHITRASIRI, J. 

Heard both Counsel in support of their respective cases. 

This is an appeal seeking to set aside the jUdgment dated 05.06.1998 

of the learned District Judge of Mt. Lavinia. By the aforesaid judgment 

learned District Judge decided the case in favour of the plaintiff having 

answered the two issues affirmatively. Both those issues have been raised 

to establish gross ingratitude committed towards the original-plaintiff by 

the defendant-appellant in order to have the deed of gift bearing No. 

1374 dated 02.06.1993 revoked. 

The matters that should be looked into when considering 

revocation of a gift, on the basis of gross ingratitude had been 

comprehensively discussed III the case of Podinona Ranaweera Menike 

Vs. Rohini Senanayake 1992 (2) SLR 180. In that decision it was 

held that a donor is entitled to revoke a donation on account of ingratitude 

if: 

i. the donee lays manus impias (impious hands) on the donor; 

ii. he does him an atrocious injury; 

111. he willfully causes him great loss of property; 

IV. he makes an attempt on his life; 

v. he does not fulfill the conditions attached to the gift; or 

vi. on other, equally grave causes. 
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Accordingly, if the donee does atrocious injury to the donor 

it becomes a reason to have a deed of gift revoked. Furthermore, in 

Crhisnaswamy Vs. Thilleipalam 59 NLR 265 Basnayake C.J. held 

that revocation of a deed of gift may be granted on the Commission of a 

single act of ingratitude. 

In view of the law referred to above it is now necessary to 

look at the evidence, in order to ascertain whether or not such an act 

had been committed by the donee towards the donor. The original plaintiff 

in his evidence in chief has stated thus:-

EiO)~tDOz ®C) ~~3)Ozo~C)~ Q)z~a)). ~ 0)0 ~<E).6)c:n tDt (5.)0)~(5.)a) qzEio) 

t53EiE)) ~~3)® 0))0)0)C) tDO)) tDO~a) ~O) t53C)). ~ 0)0 Eio)~tDOz dg~ ~tD qO~(5.)a) 

O)®O) ~E)C) (5.)3)~a) C)a)EiC) ®® cg>do(3)C) oz~a)). ®C) oa)o) a)t. ®® dgt~ ~tD 

q~~~a) G33))® EiO)~tDOz dg~ ~~tD~ ®C) (5.)z~E)). ®~G5 a)~~o), ~O))~o) ~E))~ 

ga)). ®® ~(5.)<0 ~~~ ~Q)~3)O)cl <®)(5.)0)0)). 

(vide proceedings at page 31 in the appeal brief) 

In cross examination, he once again has confirmed the assault by the 

defendant-respondent with a stool. The said evidence is as follows: 

9: ~ qE)dO)~E)~ (5.)zg®C) o®Q)~CJ ga)) ~~< 90o(5.)~ 03) O)®O) ~E)~)? 

o a)t· a)t. od~d ~ qo q)~Ei. ~~@o) Eio)~tDOzo) qzEio) tDO))E)cl qz~ga))· 

tDO))E) ~o ~(5.) Oa)E)). EiO)~tDOzC) ~cl~~ G3r&3~ dg~ ~tDcl (5.)0)0)). 
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®C) Q)~)(i<3)~ cg>~.!i) Q)t. ®® ~@~.!i)). ®C) dg@ ~(iC)~ ~za~) (3)z~C)). 

eJ 0)0 O)®<.S ®C) ~C))~ g(i~. 

(Vide proceedings at page 46 in the appeal brief) 

Moreover, the witnesses Malani Cooray in answer to the questions posed 

in cross examination has stated that she was told by the father that he 

was assaulted by the defendant-respondent though she did not see 

whether the injury was caused by the defendant-appellant. The said 

evidence reads thus. 

0))0:)0)) 0~(iC)~(l (ioj~~C) (i<3).!i)~~ (i(iC)(l) C)OC)C) (iO~gC)). .!i)e.~ 

~C))~ t) 63~.!i)). 0))0:)0)) C3t)C)) ®@@ .!i)oG;C) (3)~~.!i) C.!i)(iC))C) qz@~C))® 

(vide proceedings at page 81 in the appeal briefl 

The evidence referred to above has not been controverted at 

all. Hence, the said evidence clearly show that the defendant-appellant 

has assaulted the original plaintiff with a stool causing injury to his 
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forehead. He is the respondent's father who donated the land referred to 

in the deed sought to be revoked. The law referred to in the two decisions 

mentioned hereinbefore shows that such an act of the defendant-

respondent is sufficient to have a deed of gift revoked on the basis of 

ingratitude towards the donor who is his father. 

In the circumstances, I do not see any error In the findings 

of the learned District Judge. 

For the aforesaid reasons this appeal is dismissed. Having 

considered the circumstances of this case, I make no order as to the costs 

of this appeal. 

Appeal dismissed. 

JUDGE OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 
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